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Harriet and the Eye of the Bird 
Julie Lamb

ISBN 978-0-9951197-0-3 • PAPERBK • B FORMAT • 236 PP • RRP $25

One moment Harriet’s only problem is that she’s not allowed to get 
her nose pierced, and the next her dad’s disappeared. Now there’s a 
new home, a new school and new friends that are not really friends 
at all. But Alice invites her to the best tree fort ever – a place where 
Harriet no longer feels fat or friendless or sad. 

Author of  award-winning The Discombobulated Life of Summer Rain

‘I highly recommend this book for kids going through a phase of change’ 
– The Sapling

Super Spareparts and the Nemerons  from the Twelfth Quadrant  
C.J. Parker

ISBN 978-0-9951197-1-0 • PAPERBK • B FORMAT • 176 PP • RRP $25

A freak accident leaves Sam Steele with no legs, one hand and 
one eye, but not for long. He gets super spare body parts from 
the mysterious prosthetics engineer Dr Ecks, who recruits Sam 
as a superhero and gives him a high-tech sidekick. Sam’s first 
mission is to stop the Nemerons from the twelfth quadrant from 
taking over Earth by blowing up the world’s poo ponds … 

‘… wildly funny and fast-paced read’ – Julie Lamb



FINALIST, BEST YOUTH NOVEL – SIR JULIUS VOGEL AWARDS 2020

Ringlet and the Day the Oceans Stopped  
Felicity Williams

ISBN 978-0-9951197-2-7 • PAPERBK • B FORMAT • 268 PP • RRP $25

An eleven-year-old mergirl has better things to do than save  
the oceans from deadly stagnation. Except there’s no one else. 
And worse still, something monstrous is determined to stop her. 
It’s Ringlet against time and tides … and there’s not much left 
of either.

‘… a tour de force deserving of a wide readership’ – Magpies

Groovy Fish and other poems 
Paula Green

ISBN 978-0-9951197-3-4 • PAPERBK • A5 • 72 PP • ILLUS • RRP $25

Paula Green’s bright new poems have grown out of titles 
collected from her fans. These poems dash and dart, whisper 
and purr … tell of tap-dancing fish, cheese-spaghetti dogs, 
annoying itches, thunder monkeys and midnight moons. 
Paula’s wild drawings dance across the page. 

Author of award-winning The Letterbox Cat

‘… a great read aloud in the classroom’ – KidsBooksNZ

Time Machine and other stories 
Melinda Szymanik

ISBN 978-0-9951197-4-1 • PAPERBK • B FORMAT • 172 PP • RRP $25

What happens when you sleep with a crocodile tooth under 
your pillow, or the mess under your bed turns into something 
terrifying? What does it mean when the contraption in the 
basement starts to hum and glow? Step aboard the time 
machine and find out.

Author of award-winning A Winter’s Day in 1939

‘Excellent for primary school libraries and busy families’  
– KidsBooksNZ

Avis and the Promise of Dragons  
Heather McQuillan

ISBN 978-0-9951197-5-8 • PAPERBK • B FORMAT • 180 PP • RRP $25

Avis has a dream to work with animals, so she jumps at the 
chance to pet-sit for a scientist with a witchy-looking house. 
But it turns out Avis is not looking after pets at all – the 
animals in Dr Malinda Childe’s backyard are as eccentric as she 
is and Avis has to promise to keep them a secret. Before long 
she’s overwhelmed by a BIG chocolatey dragonish problem.

‘… a fast-paced junior novel that does a lot more than meets the eye’  
– The Sapling

www.thecubapress.nz/ahoy • hello@thecubapress.nz
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The Ghosts on the Hill 
Bill Nagelkerke

ISBN 978-0-9951233-6-6 • PAPERBK • 185 × 120 • 84 PP • RRP $22

The year is 1884. The place is Lyttelton, a small and bustling 
harbour town. Elsie is one of the last to see two lost boys 
alive, and now she’s haunted by what happened to them. 
When the opportunity comes to follow in their footsteps 
over the Bridle Path and put their ghosts to rest, she doesn’t 
hesitate. I’ll be careful,’ she says. But the weather is about to 
change for the worse …


